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2263 AMAN  ALI Make out a detailed chart of the Union Council of Ministers with portfolios, departments contact details etc 

as on 15 Nov 2015.

1744 AYUSH KUMAR SHAW Name all the Prime Ministers of India and highlight the achievements of the country during their tenure. The 

chronological order be from one general election to the other. (For repeated prime ministers achievements be 

enumerated term wise.)

2162 DARSHIT  SHAH Should the office of the Prime Minister be merged with the President of India ? Discuss.

2266 DEVAL  SHUKLA Should the politics in India be dominated by only one party?

1409 FENI R. RUDANI Should the Rajya Sabha and the State Legislative Councils (where existing) be abolished. Examine.

2087 KISHLAY  CHHAJER Should there be one party  dominated politics in India?

2455 KRITIKA  BAJPAI The Constitution provides for a Council of Ministers to aid and advice the President. In this context, answer 

the following questions: What are the various categories of Ministers? Briefly mention the role of each 

category of Minister. How does the Parliament exercise an effective control over the Council of Ministers? 

Explain the Collective Responsibility of the Council of Ministers. 

1990 MIHIR DIPAK MEHTA The President may declare an emergency in a State, if he is convinced of the breakdown of the constitutional 

machinery in the State. In this context, answer the (following questions: When can such an emergency be 

proclaimed? Why such an emergency is often referred to as President's Rule?  What is the duration of such an 

emergency? State two conditions under which such an emergency can be extended beyond one year. State the 

effect of the emergency on the administration of the State. 

1472 MOHIT  DOSHI The Supreme Court is the 'Guardian of the Constitution'. In this context, answer the following: In what way is 

the Supreme Court the guardian of the Fundamental Rights? Explain the meaning and scope of Original 

Jurisdiction. Explain how the independence of the Judges of the Supreme Court is ensured by the 

Constitution. 1944 RITIKA  SANGANI Through pictorial representations enumerate all the powers of the President of India under different heads.

2254 RITIKA  SINGH Through pictorial representations enumerate all the powers of the President of India under different heads.

1528 SHREY  AGARWAL What are the rules with regards to the convicted Members of Parliament.

1415 SUMIT  MIDYA What do you think are the causes of delayed justice in India.

1964 AANSHI  TURAKHIA What do you understand by Judicial Activism . Explain with examples.

1760 AMISHA  SHAW What does a MP (Lok Sabha) cost to the country in one year. What is the annual fund required by a nation to 

maintain an MP  (Lok Sabha) ?

2253 ARYAN KUMAR RAI What is a Court of Record and how do the orders of that court affect the law of the land.

2216 DARSHIT JIGNESH KAMDAR What is a JPC? Explain in details with examples.



1934 DHEER P ASHER What is a suspended house in terms of the Lok Sabha. Explain in details.

1742 DHEER  DOSHI What is a suspended house in terms of the Lok Sabha. Explain in details.

2174 DHWANI  VORA What is the latest sequence for the Question Hour and the Zero Hour in the Rajya Sabha and reasons for 

changing the sequence recently.

2712 HERA  RAHMAN What is the procedure for forming a new State in India.

2387 ISHA  AJMERA Will a Presidential system of Government suit India better? Examine in details.

1545 KAUSHAL  DAGA Will the influence of the regional parties and the regional leaders reduce in the forthcoming years in India?

2434 KAVITA  SHARMA Discuss the present problem of the Goverement Forming party not having a clear majority in Rajya Sabha:

2051 MINESH  JAGANI Compare Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha in totality?

1396 MUSKAN  SHETH Discuss in details the discretionary powers of The President.

1383 PALLAVI  PATEL In details discuss the nominated members in Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha?

2619 PRIYANK PRAKASH PATALIADiscuss the differences in the offices Speaker of Lok Sabha and Chairman Rajya Sabha

1399 SOURAV  GHOSH Describe in details the procedure for election of The President, i.e Indirect Election based on proportionate 

single transferable vote.

2710 URVASHI  WADHWA Make a comparative Chart of Union List, State List, Concurrent list and residual subject list.

1922 VIDHI T VYAS Please discuss in details the post of Parliamentary Secretaries and use/misuse of same by AAP in Delhi.


